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Zoomed in! - Close Up Pics! for iOS from iPrado
Published on 09/02/14
Russian Federation based iPrado announces their new game, Zoomed in! - Close Up Pics! for
the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. The game will show you a "zoomed in" picture of an
object and your task is to figure out what it is. Hundreds of new levels will permanently
kill your boredom. Every Zoomed In photo is hand cropped to give you just the right clues.
Don't worry about getting stuck. Plenty of hints will help you level up fast.
Obninsk, Russian Federation - iPrado is thrilled to introduce Zoomed in! - Close Up Pics!
their new game for the iOS platform. The game will show you a "zoomed in" picture of an
object and your task is to figure out what it is! This sounds easy, but some puzzles can
be tricky.
If you like picture word games like What's the Pic?, 4 Pics 1 Word, you'll love this new
family game!
New:
* Hundreds of new levels will permanently kill your boredom
* Multiple zoom levels give you new ways to solve puzzles
* New hints and helps
Tricky Puzzles. Every Zoomed In photo is hand cropped to give you just the right clues.
Some are easy, some are hard. See if you can beat them all.
Beautiful Photos! Nature, food, kittens, and crocodiles - Every Zoomed In photo is
exquisite. Hundreds of levels. Good thing, since this photo word game is Addictive. We're
always adding more and more so the fun never stops. Helpful hints. Don't worry about
getting stuck. Plenty of hints will help you level up fast.
"#1 photo word game!"
"This game is totally addictive and fun!"
"This game rocks!! I am super addicted"
"Incredible! So much fun!!!"
Can you guess the photo? Every picture is a zoomed in photo. Ordinary objects become
extraordinary. Test the limits of your nature knowledge with this simple, yet challenging
photo quiz game!
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 6.0 or later
* 90.6 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Zoomed in! - Close Up Pics! 1.0 is free and available worldwide exclusively through the
App Store in the Games category.
iPrado:
https://www.facebook.com/iprado555
Zoomed in! - Close Up Pics! 1.0:
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https://itunes.apple.com/app/zoomed-in!-close-up-pics!/id896413028
Screenshot 1:
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App Icon:
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iPrado is an international developer and publisher of free games for mobile platforms,
including iOS and Android. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2014 iPrado. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be
the property of their respective owners.
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